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1. Preface: 

This document contains some common issues and the resolutions for these issues that are often 

encountered during initial deployment of ClearPass 6.0 in a production environment.  The target 

audiences are System Engineers/administrators who are deploying the ClearPass 6.0 Solution (Guest 

and/or Policy Manager) and have knowledge of AD/LDAP authentication infrastructure as well as an 

understanding of and experience with Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) concepts and implementation. 

This technote is NOT intended to be a design reference or instruction guide and is only intended to 

provide quick reference for some issues commonly encountered while deploying the ClearPass 6.0 

product. 
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2. ClearPass 6.0 General Tips 

Here are some tips for avoiding common issues when deploying ClearPass. 

 Make sure the system time is set correctly. 

 Use NTP to avoid clock issues caused by clock drift or power outages. 

 Exercise caution when integration systems operating in different time zones. 

 Only the management IP address is required for operation of the ClearPass server. Use the 

secondary interface if out-of-band management is desired. 

 Clear the cache on authentication servers when changing users (for example group 

membership). 
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3. Joining ClearPass 6.0 to an AD domain 

Here are some tips when integrating ClearPass with Active Directory. 

 Joining ClearPass 6.0 to an AD domain is only necessary when performing EAP-PEAP 

authentication. 

 Ensure that all server clocks, (Including AD and ClearPass) are set correctly with preferred 

NTP synchronization. 

 Ensure that the ClearPass DNS configuration is configured to send requests to the Active 

Directory server. 

 Use the Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) of a Domain Controller (using only the domain 

name or IP address are likely to fail). 

 When entering the domain name during the join process, use the format: username@domain 

(DOMAIN\username will fail). 

 The ClearPass join account requires privileges to add computers to the domain. Full domain 

administration rights will also work. 

 The Active Directory account used to join the domain is not stored by ClearPass and may be 

disabled or even deleted once the join operation is completed. 
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4. CPPM 6.0 Authentication sources (AD/LDAP): 

Here are some tips when using AD/LDAP as an authentication source. 

 An AD/LDAP account is required for EAP-PEAP authentication, for group membership, and 

etc. 

 The account used for ClearPass requires read rights to the folders/information you want to 

use in role mapping. 

 The account used must also remain active, and should not be required to change or update 

its password regularly (setup as a service account). 

 DO NOT use a regular user’s account for production ClearPass deployments. Think of what 

happens when the original user leaves the organization and their account is deactivated. You 

should always use a dedicated service account for production ClearPass deploments! 
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5. ClearPass Guest 6.0: “/guest/” in URLs 

With ClearPass Policy Manager (CPPM) v6.0, guest page URLs are preceded with /guest/. The page 

device provisioning is located at: 

https://<hostname>/guest/device_provisioning.php 

 

Use the Test feature to easily find to the correct URL. 
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6. ClearPass Guest 6.0 Account Display: 
passwords are invisible 

By default in ClearPass v6.0, guest passwords are only visible when initially created.  

Previous behavior for displaying visible guest passwords in the list of guest accounts can be enabled in 

the ClearPass Guest configuration UI: Configuration>Guest Manager>Password Display: 
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7. ClearPass 6.0 Onboard: no certificate available 

Switch back to HTTP! HTTPS will not work without a valid certificate! 

You should also use HTTP when OnBoarding via IP (when no DNS is available). 
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8. ClearPass 6.0 Onboarding: common SSL 
issues 

 If you enable HTTPS, you are required to have a valid DNS entry, resolvable from the 

Onboarding device  

 Onboarding via HTTPS via IP address will fail because a trusted certificate can no longer be 

issued for an IP address. 

 Use NTP so that you do not have any server failures based on timing discrepancies caused 

by clock drift or other timing issues. 

 In the Onboard configuration, make sure you Configure Minimum Data retention of 

certificates to Zero, so that they can be deleted. Otherwise the delete button will not be 

visible. 

 Use the following command on ArubaOS CLI:  

aaa user delete or CoA to reset a running connection. 
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9. ClearPass 6.0 Onboard: iOS certificate invalid 
error 

Onboarding on iOS will fail if the server certificate does not contain all intermediates to the CA root. 

Windows may work because of cert caching but may also experience issues if intermediate certificates 

are missing. 

Check that the intermediate certificate is visible with the server certificate: 

 

If intermediate certificates are not visible in the UI, then in 

the certificate file, before importing, concatenate the 

following two together (see example below): 

 server-cert 

 intermediate 
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10. ClearPass Onboard: Certificate 
Retention/Revocation 

The delete certificate button is invisible by design! 

 

When testing, set the minimum period for Onboard to zero weeks to allow immediate removal. 
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11. ClearPass 6.0 Onboard: whitelisting URLs 

Here are some example URLs that commonly need to be whitelisted for Onboarding to succeed as they 

are accessed by the client device as part of network setup/detection by the Captive Network Assistant 

(CNA). 

Apple CNA: 

 http://www.apple.com/library/test/success.html 

Kindle Fire CNA: 

 http://spectrum.s3.amazonaws.com/kindle-wifi/wifistub.html 

Google Play (aka Android Market) 

 android.clients.google.com - google play access 

 .ggpht.com - download app from google play store 

Amazon Market 

 amzdigitaldownloads.edgesuite.net 

ArubaOS netdestination config: 

 

NOTE! Don’t forget to whitelist the Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) servers used in your 

certificate otherwise certificate validation will fail! 

http://www.apple.com/library/test/success.html

